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Overview

• Introduction to Story Mapping

• Let’s build a Story map

http://colinmackay.scot



Introduction to Story 
Mapping
What is it?



What is Story Mapping?

“Story Mapping is a 
technique that provides the 
big picture that a pile of 
stories so often misses”

-- Martin Fowler

Forward of User Story Mapping by Jeff Patton, page xi



How is Story Mapping helpful?

• Improved Shared Understanding
• More easily become apparent when people mean different things.

• Sparks conversations
• Assume it’s built and tell the story of the user

• What problems did it solve?

• Improves prioritisation
• Often we lose sight of the Big Picture looking at individual stories 

on a backlog



Let’s build a story map
Because doing something is the quickest way to learn about it.



What is your morning 
routine?
This is the exercise in Chapter 5 of User Story Mapping by Jeff Patton



User Tasks are the basic building 
blocks of a story map

• Do they all start with a verb?

• These are User Tasks: Basic building block of a story map

• How many do you have?
• Do you have more tasks because you do more?

• Or have you written them more granularly?



Getting the tasks to sea level

• User Goals: sea level 
• Task is atomic – You don’t stop in the middle and do something 

else

• Summary Level: Cloud/Kite 
• Show greater context

• Made up of many user goals

• Subfunctions: Fish/Clam 
• Tasks that make up a goal

• Take a shower: Turn on Shower/Set temperature/get in shower/shampoo 
hair/etc.

Writing Effective Use Cases by Alistair Cockburn, Chapter 5: Three Named Goal Levels



Organise your story
In group organise your tasks left-to-right from start-to-finish

• You may need to de-duplicate

• Narrative flow: each note joined to the next with “… and then I…”

• Fill in any missing details – e.g What happens when things go 
wrong?

• Put things that happen around the same time together.



Exploring alternatives

• Details, Alternatives, Variations, and Exceptions fill in the 
body of  a map

• You’ll have probably reorganised the flow.
• And maybe found that some people do things in a different order



Distil your map to make a 
backbone
• Go over your map and group tasks together that would be done 

together. e.g. Bathroom related activities together.

• Above each group write a short verb phrase for that group
• These are activities – They aggregate tasks directed at a common goal



Distil your Map to Make a Backbone

• The backbone:
• At the top of your map you now have activities

• Below that the high-level tasks

• You might have had discussions about what to call things
• When taking with your customers call it what they call it.



Getting to a 
Minimum Viable Product
• Imagine: You’re in a rush. You must be out the door in minutes.

• What is the minimum set of tasks you need to achieve that.
• Put a note to the left of your tasks – This is your MVP “slice”

• A “slice” is what goes into a release.

• Draw a line under your tasks (or get a bit of string etc.)

• Move all tasks below the line if they don’t get you out the door fast



Rinse and Repeat

• You can keep drawing lines and extracting more slices for 
each release.
• You might want feedback from the first release before you do this 

tho’

• Or you might be willing to rearrange after each release.



Back to Software Development

• This is a “Now Map”

• Normally you do a “Later Map”

• Can still do a “Now Map” to map existing processes.
• Question why does X happen? What are the pain points? What’s 

good about the process? What could make it better? Etc.



Six Simple Steps to Story mapping

1. Frame the problem

2. Map the big picture

3. Explore

4. Slice out a release strategy

5. Slice out a learning strategy

6. Slice out a development strategy



Links & Slides 
will be available on:
https://colinmackay.scot
I’m also on twitter:

@colinmackay
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